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Abstract: This paper reviews eight different inference rules for experience-based reasoning
(EBR), and proposes a multiagent architecture for an EBR system, which constitutes an
important basis for developing any multiagent EBR systems (EBRS). The proposed architecture
consists of a global experience base (GEB), and a multi-inference engine (MIE), which is the
mechanism for implementing eight reasoning paradigms based on eight inference rules for EBR.
The proposed approach will facilitate research and development of experience management,
knowledge-based systems, and recognition of fraud and deception in e-commerce. 
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1 Introduction
Experience-based reasoning (EBR) is a reasoning paradigm based on logical argu-
ments [2]. EBR as a technology has been used in many applications [13]. For example,
EBR has been used in help desk systems to adapt to new business situations by “learn-
ing” from experience, tailoring a help desk to effectively maintain critical business
systems [17][18]. However, the existing applications and studies have not been based
on any firm theoretical foundations, because there are few studies on EBR from a log-
ical viewpoint [9][12], although there are a lot of empirical works on EBR mainly in
the business fields. How to automate experience remains a big issue. Taking into
account research and development of case-based reasoning (CBR), Sun and Finnie
[13][12] proposed eight different inference rules for EBR from a logical viewpoint,
which cover all possibilities of EBR. However, how to implement an EBR system, and
what is an experience-based inference engine based on the proposed eight inference
rules for EBR [11][13] are still open problems. This paper attempts to fill the above
gap by providing a multiagent architecture for an EBR system (for short, MEBRS),
which is a core part for any multiagent EBR system. More specifically, this paper
reviews eight different inference rules for EBR. Then the paper examines the multia-
gent architecture, MIE, and some other agents in the MEBRS. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 reviews inference rules for EBR from a logical view-
point. Section 3 proposes an architecture for EBR systems. Section 4 examines the
multiagent framework for experience based inference engine. Section 5 looks at some
intelligent agents in the MEBRS. Section 6 ends this paper with some concluding
remarks.
2 Inference Rules for Experience Based Reasoning
From a logic viewpoint, there are eight basic inference rules for performing EBR [13],
which are summarized in Table 1, and cover all possible EBRs, and constitute the fun-
damentals for all EBR paradigms [9][11][13]. The eight inference rules are listed in the
first row, and their corresponding general forms are shown in the second row respec-
tively. Because four of them, modus ponens (MP), modus tollens (MT), abduction and
modus ponens with trick (MPT) [10] are well-known in AI and computer sciences
[8][7][11], we do not go into them any more, and focus on reviewing the other four
inference rules in some detail. First of all, we illustrate modus tollens with trick (MTT)
with an example. We have the knowledge in the knowledge base (KB): 
1. If Klaus is human, then Klaus is mortal
2. Klaus is immortal.
What we wish is to prove “Klaus is human”. In order to do so, let 
• : If Klaus is human, then Klaus is mortal
• P: Klaus is human
• Q: Klaus is mortal.
Therefore, we have P: Klaus is human, based on MTT, and the knowledge in the
KB (note that : Klaus is not mortal). From this example, we can see that MTT is a
kind of EBR. 
Abduction with trick (AT) can be considered as a “dual” form of abduction, which
is also the summary of a kind of EBR [13]. Abduction can be used to explain that the
symptoms of the patients result from specific diseases, while abduction with trick can
be used to exclude some possibilities of the diseases of the patient [12]. Therefore,
abduction with trick is an important complementary part for performing system diag-
nosis and medical diagnosis based on abduction.
Inverse modus ponens (IMP) is also a rule of inference in EBR [13]. The “inverse”
in the definition is motivated by the fact that the “inverse” is defined in mathematical
logic: “if  then ”, provided that if p then q is given [3]. Based on this definition,
the inverse of  is , and then from ,  we have 
using modus ponens. Because  and  are not logically equivalent, the
argument based on IMP is not valid in mathematical logic. However, the EBR based
on IMP is a kind of common sense reasoning, because there are many cases that follow
IMP. For example, if John has enough money, then John will fly to China. Now John
does not have sufficient money, then we can conclude that John will not fly to China. 
The last inference rule for EBR is inverse modus ponens with trick (IMPT) [13].
The difference between IMPT and IMP is again “with trick”, this is because the rea-
soning performer tries to use the trick of “make a feint to the east and attack in the
west”; that is, he gets Q rather than  in the inverse modus ponens. 
So far, we have reviewed eight different inference rules for EBR (see Table 1)
from a logical viewpoint, four of them have been thoroughly used in computer science,
mathematics, mathematical logic, philosophy and other sciences. The rest have not
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are all the abstraction and summary of experience or EBR in real world problems.
Therefore, any research and development of each listed inference model is significant
for understanding of intelligence, logic, EBR. 
It should be noted that the inference rules “with trick” such as MTT, AT, MT and
IMPT are non-traditional inference rules. However, they are really abstractions of
some experience-based reasoning, although few have tried to formalize them. The
“with trick” is only an explanation for such models. One can give other explanations
for them. For example, one can use fraud or deception to explain them [13]. One can
also use inference rules “with exception” to explain them. 
3 An Architecture of EBR Systems
The architecture of an EBRS consists of experience users, U, which are either human
customers or intelligent agents delegated by the human users or other systems, as
shown in Fig. 1. The EBRS mainly consists of a user interface, a global experience
base (GEB) and a multi-inference engine (MIE). The user interface consists of some
kind of natural language processing systems that allows the user to interact with the
EBRS [7] (p. 282). The GEB, like the experience factory [1] and case base [11], con-
sists of all the experiences that the system collects periodically, and the adapted new
experiences retained when the system is running. The MIE is a multi-inference engine
which consists of the mechanism for implementing eight reasoning paradigms based
on eight inference rules for EBR with manipulating the GEB to infer experience
requested by the experience user. The remarkable difference between the mentioned
EBRS and the traditional KBS lies in that the latter’s inference engine is based on a
unique reasoning paradigm (or inference rule), while the MIE is based on many differ-
ent reasoning paradigms. 
Table 1: Experience-based reasoning: Eight inference rules.







































4 MEBIE: A Multiagent Framework for Experience 
Based Inference Engine
As mentioned in the previous section, the MIE is a multi-inference engine for EBR.
MIE could automatically adapt itself to the changing situation and perform one of the
mentioned inference rules for EBR. However, any existing intelligent system has not
reached such a high level. The alternative strategy is to use multiagent technology to
implement the MIE. 
Multiagent systems (MAS) have been studied in the field of distributed AI (DAI)
for more than 20 years [11][15]. Today these systems are not simply a research topic,
but are also an important subject of academic teaching and industrial and commercial
application. Recently, the term MAS is used for all types of systems composed of mul-
tiple agents showing the following characteristics:
• Each agent has incomplete capabilities to solve a problem
• There is no global system control over agents
• Data are decentralized
• Computation is asynchronous.
Rationality is a compelling notion in MAS. An ideal rational agent is defined as
follows: for each possible percept sequence, it acts to maximize its expected utility, on
the basis of its knowledge and the evidence from the percept sequence [5] (pp. 3-4). 
Autonomy is also an important property of intelligent agents [5], in particular for
mobile agents, which can move from one location to another while preserving their
internal state [11]. Autonomy is the ability of agents to handle human user-defined
tasks independently of the user and often without the user’s guidance or presence [11].
Based on the above discussion, we propose a multiagent framework for an experi-
ence-based inference engine (for short MEBIE), which is a core part of a multiagent
EBR system (MEBRS), as shown in Fig. 2. In this framework, eight rational agents
(from MP agent to AbT agent) are semi-autonomous [11]. These eight agents are
mainly responsible for performing EBR corresponding to eight inference rules in the
EBRS respectively. In what follows, we discuss each of them in some detail.
1. The MP agent in the MEBIE is responsible for manipulating the GEB based on
modus ponens to infer the experience requested by the experience user. This agent
can be considered as an agentization of an inference engine in a traditional KBS in
the EBRS. The function of the MP agent can be extended to infer the experience
in the GEB based on fuzzy modus ponens [16] and similarity-based modus ponens
[11]. It should be noted that the function of following mentioned agents can be
also extended to infer the experience in the GEB based on corresponding fuzzy or
similarity-based inference rules for EBR [13]
2. The MT agent manipulates the GEB to infer the experience requested by the expe-
rience user based on modus tollens, which is an inference rule discussed in AI 
3. The Ab agent is responsible for manipulating the GEB to infer the experience
requested by the experience user based on abductive reasoning [6]. This agent can
generate the explanation for the experience inferred by the MEBIE
4. The MPT agent is responsible for manipulating the GEB to infer the experience
requested by the experience user based on modus ponens with trick. This agent
can perform reasoning with trick [9], therefore the understanding of the experi-
ence provided by this agent requires special attention under some situations
5. The IMPT agent manipulates the GEB to infer the experience requested by the
experience user based on inverse modus ponens with trick. This agent can also
perform reasoning with trick [10], therefore the understanding of the experience
provided by this agent requires special attention 
6. The IMP agent is responsible for manipulating the GEB to infer the experience
requested by the experience user based on inverse modus ponens (see Section 2)
7. The MTT agent manipulates the GEB to infer the experience requested by the
experience user based on modus tollens with trick. This agent can also perform
reasoning with trick [13], therefore the understanding of the experience provided
by this agent also requires special attention 
8. The AT agent manipulates the GEB to infer the experience requested by the expe-
rience user based on abduction with trick. This agent can also perform reasoning
with trick [13], therefore the understanding of the experience provided by this
agent requires special attention. 
5 Some Other Agents in MEBRS
For the proposed MEBRS there are some other intelligent agents, shown in Fig. 2.
These are an interface agent, an analysis assistant and a GEB manager. In what fol-


















The Interface agent is an advisor to help the experience user to know which
rational agent s/he likes to ask for help. Otherwise, the interface agent will forward the
problem of the experience user to all agents in the MEBIE for further processing. 
The output of the experience provided by the MEBIE can be considered as a sub-
output, the final output as the solutions to the problem of the experience user will be
processed with the help of the Analysis agent. Since different agents in the MEBIE use
different inference rules, and then produce different, conflicting results with knowl-
edge inconsistency. How to resolve such knowledge inconsistency is a critical issue for
the MEBRS. This issue will be resolved by the Analysis assistant of the MEBRS. The
Analysis assistant will 
• Rank the degree of importance of the suboutputs from the MEBIE taking into
account the knowledge inconsistency
• Give an explanation for each of the outputs from the MEBIE and how the different
results are conflicting
• Possibly combine or vote to establish the best solutions
• Forward them to the interface agent who then forwards them to U.
The GEB manager is responsible for administering the GEB. Its main tasks are GEB
creation and maintenance, experience evaluation, experience reuse, experience revi-
sion, and experience retention. Therefore the functions of the GEB manager are an
extended form of the functions of a CBR system [11], because case base creation, case
retrieval, reuse, revision and retention are the main tasks of the CBR system [4]. 
Now let us have a look at how the MEBRS works. The experience user, U, asks
the interface agent to solve the problem, p. The interface agent asks U whether a spe-
cial reasoning agent should be need. U does not know. Thus, the interface agent for-
wards p (after formalizing it) to all agents in the MEBIE for further processing. The
agent i in the MEBIE manipulates the experience in the GEB based on p, and the cor-
responding reasoning mechanism, and then obtains the solution , which is forwarded
to the Analysis assistant. After the Analysis assistant receives all solutions ,
 to p, it will rank the degree of importance of the solutions, give an
explanation for each of the solutions and how the results are conflicting, and then for-
ward them (with p) to the interface agent who would then forward them to U. If U
accepts one of the solutions to the problem, then the MEBRS completes this experi-
ence transaction. In this case, the GEB manager will look at whether this case is a new
experience. If yes, then it will add it to the GEB. Otherwise, it will keep some routine
record to update the GEB. If U does not accept the solution provided, the interface
agent will ask U to adjust some aspects of the problem p, which is changed into ,
then the interface agent will once again forward the revised problem  to the MEBIE
for further processing. 
6 Concluding Remarks
This paper first examined eight different inference rules for EBR. Then the paper pro-
posed a multiagent architecture for an EBR system (MEBRS), and looked at the
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MEBIE and some other agents in the MEBRS. The proposed approach will facilitate
research and development of EBR systems, knowledge based systems. 
In future work, we will develop a prototype system for a multiagent system devel-
opment environment for EBR system. To this end, we will further examine the internal
mechanisms of the Analysis assistant such as how the agent ranks the degree of impor-
tance of the solutions produced by agents. We will also examine the communication,
coordination, and cooperation among the agents with the proposed multiagent archi-
tecture. 
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